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Abstract

There is a need to increase the temperature capabilities of superalloy turbine disks. This would allow full utilization of higher temperature combustor and airfoil concepts under development. One approach to meet this goal is to modify the processing and chemistry of advanced alloys, while preserving the ability to use rapid cooling supersolvus heat treatments to achieve coarse grain, fine gamma prime microstructures. An important step in this effort is to understand the key high temperature tensile properties of advanced alloys as they exist during supersolvus heat treatments. This could help in projecting cracking tendencies of disks during quenches from supersolvus heat treatments. The objective of this study was to examine the tensile properties of two advanced disk superalloys during simulated quenching heat treatments. Specimens were cooled from the solution heat treatment temperatures at controlled rates, interrupted, and immediately tensile tested at various temperatures. The responses and failure modes were compared and related to the quench cracking tendencies of disk forgings.

INTRODUCTION

The advanced powder metallurgy disk alloy ME3 was designed in the NASA High Speed Research/Enabling Propulsion Materials program to have extended durability at 600-700°C in large disks. This was achieved by designing a disk alloy with moderately high refractory element levels optimized with supersolvus heat treatments to produce balanced monotonic, cyclic, and time-dependent mechanical properties. The resulting baseline alloy, processing, and supersolvus heat treatment has been shown to
produce extended durability properties. This alloy has robust processing characteristics (ref. 1), with good resistance to cracking during quenches at moderately rapid cooling rates after supersolvus heat treatments.

The advanced disk alloy Alloy 10 was designed through modifications of an earlier alloy, AF115, by Textron-Lycoming (now Honeywell) in several programs to allow maximum regional engine performance at temperatures up to 700°C in smaller disks. This was achieved by using higher levels of refractory elements optimized with modern powder and billet production practices and subsolvus heat treatments using rapid cooling rates to produce maximum tensile and creep strength (ref. 2). However, the application of supersolvus heat treatments with moderately rapid quench cooling rates to Alloy 10 has produced cracks during quenching of even small disks (ref. 3).

There is a long-term need for disks with higher rim temperature capabilities of 760°C or more. This would allow higher compressor exit (T3) temperatures and allow the full utilization of advanced combustor and airfoil concepts under development. It has been shown that faster quenching rates can improve tensile and creep resistance in many disk alloys (ref. 4-6). It is therefore important to understand the key differences in high temperature tensile properties of the two alloys during supersolvus heat treatments, which could possibly explain the differences in their quench cracking capabilities. An “on-cooling” tensile testing technique has been developed to help understand these properties (ref. 7). This test strives to capture the transient properties and microstructures of the disk material during quenching from the solution heat treatment.

The objective of this study was to compare the tensile properties of two disk superalloys, ME3 and Alloy 10, during simulated quenching heat treatments. Specimens were cooled from the solution heat treatment temperatures at controlled rates, interrupted, and immediately tensile tested at various cooling temperatures. The responses were compared and related to the quench cracking tendencies of small disk forgings of these two alloys.

**MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE**

Forging and heat treatment of disks were performed by Wyman-Gordon Forgings, Houston, Texas. Heat treatments of specimen blanks were performed at Wyman-Gordon Forgings and NASA Glenn Research Center. Specimen machining and testing were performed by Wyman-Gordon. Sections of ME3 extrusion were machined and forged into disks about 12-17 cm diameter and 4 cm thick. Sections of Alloy 10 extrusions were machined and forged into larger disks about 30 cm diameter and 5 cm thick. The two alloys were forged to the same upset and effective strain. Specimen blanks were machined using electro-discharge machining from one forging of each alloy, and then solution heat treated.

Solution heat treatment complexity and soak time effects were studied in ME3. ME3 blanks were either given a short, simple “direct heatup” (DH) supersolvus heat treatment of 1171°C/1 h/air cool or a more extended, two-step “pre-annealed” (PA) heat treatment sequence of 1115°C/1 h subsolvus pre-anneal+ 1171°C/3 h supersolvus solution heat treatment, then air cooled. Alloy 10 blanks were all given a similar subsolvus pre-anneal plus supersolvus solution heat treatment of 1135°C/1 h+1200°C/2.5 h/air cool.
Tensile specimens were then machined with a gage diameter of 0.63 cm and gage length of 1.9 cm.

The specimens were then heated and tensile tested in a servohydraulic test system employing direct resistance heating and a diametral extensometer. In the tensile tests, specimens were first heated back up to their supersolvus solution heat treatment temperature and stabilized there for 5-10 minutes. They were then cooled at a controlled cooling rate to the test temperature, stabilized for about 20 seconds, and finally tensile tested to failure. All ME3 and a majority of the Alloy 10 specimens were cooled at a target rate of about 278°C/min. to the test temperature. Four other Alloy 10 specimens were cooled at a slower rate of about 69°C/min. to briefly assess cooling rate effects.

The tensile tests were run in general accordance with ASTM E21, using two sequential test segments at slow, then faster strain rates. However, each test was initially controlled using a constant radial strain rate, rather than axial strain rate. Axial strain was estimated as 2*radial strain. An initial axial strain rate of 0.0008 s⁻¹ was employed. For specimens which continued to 1% radial strain, tests were then continued to failure at a controlled axial displacement rate of 0.025 cm/s. The extensometer remained on the specimen, and indicated an average axial strain rate of about 0.03 s⁻¹.

Fracture surfaces of selected specimens and quench cracks from previously heat treated disk forging sections were evaluated by scanning electron microscopy. Cracking modes and grain sizes were also examined on fracture surfaces and metallographically sections prepared on a longitudinal plane parallel to the loading direction. Grain sizes were determined according to ASTM E112 linear intercept procedures using circular grid overlays.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Tensile Stress-Strain Response**

1. **Comparison of Tensile Stress-Strain Curves**

The stress-strain curve of a typical tensile test is shown in Fig. 1. The test responses could be compared during each of the sequential test segments. During the initial segment performed at a slow, constant strain rate, specimen often exhibited a rather sharp initial yield point, followed by plastic softening to lower flow stresses. Some tests failed during this test segment at radial strains of less than 1%. For other tests that continued past this strain, the test was switched to a faster constant displacement rate which generated higher stresses and a higher ultimate strength. Initial “slow ultimate strengths” and subsequent “fast ultimate strengths” are compared as functions of temperature for ME3 and Alloy 10 in Fig. 2 and 3. No significant differences in response were observed between DH and PA solution heat treated ME3, based on statistical analyses. Alloy 10 exhibited slightly higher strengths than ME3. The equivalent axial elongation at failure was estimated as 2*radial plastic strain at failure and is compared in Fig. 4. ME3 had significantly higher equivalent axial elongation than Alloy 10 from 1149°C to 1038°C. Both alloys had elongations below 3% from 1038°C down to 815°C, when cooled at 278°C/min. No Alloy 10 specimen cooled at 278°C/min. had sufficient elongation to allow the faster test segment to commence. Alloy 10 specimens cooled at
69°C/min had higher elongations and strengths with decreasing temperature from 1038°C to 815°C. Where comparisons could be made, the strengths measured in these tests were 50-100 MPa lower than those from specimens which were fully heat treated, machined, then conventionally heated up to, stabilized, and tested at the temperature of interest.

Figure 1. Typical tensile response.

Fig. 2. Comparison of slow tensile strengths.
Fig. 3. Comparison of fast tensile strengths; note Alloy 10 Fast Cool specimens failed before reaching the fast test segment 2.

Fig. 4. Comparison of equivalent axial strains at failure.

**Failure Mode Evaluations**

The failure modes of selected ME3 and Alloy 10 specimens are summarized in Table 1. Typical fracture surfaces for ME3 specimens are compared in Fig. 5. Major cracks usually appeared to be surface-initiated in most specimens, however, evidence of internal secondary cracks with a similar failure mode were sometimes observed. ME3
specimens failed in a mixed transgranular-intergranular mode at 1149°C. At lower temperatures they failed by predominantly intergranular cracking. This response did not vary between PA & DH heat treated specimens.

Alloy 10 specimens failed by predominantly intergranular cracking at all temperatures evaluated at both cooling rates of 69°C/min and 278°C/min, Fig. 6. This intergranular cracking extended through the entire specimen cross-section. For the specimens cooled at the slower rate of 69°C/min., the grain surfaces appeared more textured than those cooled at 278°C/min. This was due to the coarsened gamma prime precipitates observed along the grain boundaries, which could grow during the slower cooling path (ref. 8).

Longitudinal metallographic sections allowed a more complete description of the predominant failure mechanisms. ME3 specimens are shown in Fig. 7. The mixed intergranular-transgranular cracking mode was confirmed on the fracture surfaces of the PA and DH specimens tested at 1149°C. At lower temperatures as typified by the 927°C specimen, a fully intergranular failure path was observed. Observations of secondary cracks indicated cracks formed through joining of cavities nucleating along grain boundaries. The cavities formed along the grain boundaries nearly normal to the loading direction, and were not confined to triple points. These cracks predominantly initiated internally, but sometimes extended to the surface. The necked centers of these specimens had a higher density of these cracks. At 1149°C, the cracks were more widely separated than at lower temperature typified by the 927°C section. This explained the mixed mode failure at 1149°C, where segments of transgranular cracking were necessary to link the separate intergranular cracks to cause failure. The 927°C section displayed more widespread cavitation at grain boundaries and associated secondary cracking there. This allowed failure to occur by the predominant intergranular cracking.

Alloy 10 longitudinal sections are shown in Fig. 8. Unetched and etched pairs of micrographs are shown for each specimen, in order to clearly distinguish between cracks and grain boundaries. Surface and internal cracks were again observed in all Alloy 10 sections examined. However, these cracks appeared to initiate at pores accompanied by a white phase concentrated at triple points and extending along some grain boundaries. The white phase was identified using backscatter scanning electron microscopy as porous eutectic regions of incipient melting. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 8. In the specimens cooled at 278°C/min., these features were observed on random, scattered grain boundaries. However, there were more frequent locations of pores with widespread incipient melting along a majority of the grain boundaries in the center of the specimens cooled at 69°C/min. After etching, this produced a curious macroscopic appearance of concentric rings around the fracture center. Test data indicated temperatures as measured on the specimens’ surface were equally well controlled in the 278°C/min. and 69°C/min. tests of Alloy 10. Therefore the widespread incipient melting in specimens cooled at 69°C/min. could be due to a grain boundary instability or a temperature gradient through the cross-section in Alloy 10. These issues are being further explored. No evidence of the widespread incipient melting was observed in the specimen grips, which reflected the microstructural state after the blanks were initially heat treated at the same solution heat treatment temperature as used at the start of the cooling path of the tensile tests.
Fig. 5. ME3 tensile test failure modes: mixed mode at 1149°C, intergranular at 1149°C.
Fig. 6. Alloy 10 tensile test failure modes: intergranular at 1149°C and 927°C.
Fig. 7. Secondary cracks at grain boundary cavities (arrows) in ME3 tensile specimen longitudinal sections.
Fig. 8. Secondary cracks at incipient melting (arrows) in Alloy 10 longitudinal sections.
Table 1. Comparison of test conditions with elongation and fractography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>DH</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>DH</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>DH</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>DH</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Intergranular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of Quench Cracks in Heat Treated Disks

The fracture surface and longitudinal section of quench cracks found at a very rapidly oil quenched location of an ME3 disk are shown in Fig. 9. The failure was by a mixed intergranular-transgranular mode. The longitudinal section showed other internal cracks forming from cavities along the grain boundaries, very similar to those found in the tensile specimens. This confirmed that grain boundary cavitation was the predominant failure mode in tensile specimens as well as actual rapid quenches of this disk location, in these conditions.

The fracture surface and longitudinal sections of quench cracks found of a fan air quenched Alloy 10 disk are shown in Fig. 10. The failure mode can be seen to be fully intergranular. The fracture surface of the disk interior can be seen to have rounded grain surfaces similar to the Alloy 10 tensile specimens exhibiting widespread incipient melting. A longitudinal section of this crack showed that while the major crack was surface connected, this crack and other secondary cracks appeared to be nucleated internally. A majority of these cracks were associated with sites on the grain boundary containing evidence of incipient melting. This indicated that cracking at incipient melting sites was the operative failure mode during tensile tests as well as actual quenches of Alloy 10 disks in these conditions.
Fig. 9. ME3 and Alloy 10 quench crack surfaces.

Fig. 10. ME3 and Alloy 10 disk secondary quench cracks in longitudinal sections.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A series of tensile tests were performed in simulated quenching conditions for disk alloys ME3 and Alloy 10 after supersolvus heat treatments. The findings can be summarized as follows:

1) Alloy 10 had slightly higher strengths than ME3 in tensile tests performed during simulated quench heat treatments. This superior strength increased with decreasing cooling rate.

2) ME3 had significantly higher ductility than Alloy 10 at temperatures approaching the solution heat treatment. This superior ductility did not vary between alternative solution heat treatments DH and PA.

3) The differences in ductility were associated with different failure modes: cavitation at grain boundaries in ME3 and cracking from porosity and incipient melting at grain boundaries in Alloy 10.

4) Evidence of these failure modes was observed in quench cracks of disks for both alloys.

It can be concluded from this work that:

1) Supersolvus heat treated ME3 is more resistant to quench cracking because of its higher ductility near its solution temperature. The associated failure mode is cavity nucleation at the grain boundaries normal to the stress axis. However, at temperatures near 1149°C, these cavities are widely scattered enough to allow some transgranular crack linkage, and significantly ductility. This failure mode is not sensitive to heat treatment solution time variations of 1-3 h possible in large disks, but could vary with quenching rate.

2) Supersolvus heat treated Alloy 10 is less resistant to quench cracking because of its low ductility near its solution temperature. The associated failure mode is fully intergranular cracking from pores and incipient melting locations along the grain boundaries. This low ductility failure mode appeared accentuated with slower cooling rates, however this effect is the subject of further evaluations.

3) On-cooling tensile tests can faithfully capture many essential features responsible for quench cracking of disks: measured strengths, ductilities, failure modes and alloy rankings consistent with results from actual disks.
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